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Background

Electronic Registration Information Center (ERIC)

Directed to join as part of 2015 Act 261

Share voter data to improve accuracy and voter outreach: unregistered but eligible, deceased voters, moved, etc.

ERIC Supplemental Poll List related to 2017 ERIC Movers mailing
What’s Changed?

Commission approved ending ERIC Supplemental Poll List for the 2019 Spring Primary

Accounting for ERIC Movers will now be part of standard process for any voter not in a poll book
Is this an ERIC Mover?

If the polling location has access to MyVote, poll workers can resolve some inquiries without calling the clerk’s office.

If MyVote unavailable or unable to resolve, poll workers should contact their municipal clerk’s office.
Is this an ERIC Mover?

Standard decision tree for a voter not in a poll book

- Voter is not in poll book
  - Voter has not moved since they last voted
  - Voter has moved since the last voted
  - Is the voter at the correct polling location
  - Process EDR
  - Yes

  - No - Direct to correct polling location
Is this an ERIC Mover?

Additional ERIC Mover steps

- Contact clerk/refer to MyVote
  - Voter record located
    - Inactive Record
    - Record is Active
      - Inactive reason is not Moved
        - Investigate further
      - Is there an ERIC record in Associated Mailings
        - Yes
          - Voter can vote w/o re-registering
        - No
          - Process EDR
    - Confirm spelling/DOB
  - Voter record cannot be found
    - Is the voter status due to a Data-Entry error
      - Yes
        - Voter can vote w/o re-registering
      - No
        - Process EDR
Handling an ERIC Mover

Keep track of any ERIC Movers reactivated on Election Day

These voters will **not** automatically appear in Post-Supplemental Poll Book

Must be added to poll books manually, contact Elections Help Desk for assistance
Future of ERIC Mover list

Next Movers mailing due in late 2019

Specifics being worked out with ERIC

Staff using lessons learned from 2017 mailing

Information and updates will be posted when finalized